Stability of measured and modelled spatial contrasts in NO(2) over time.
Land use regression (LUR) modelling is a popular method to estimate outdoor air pollution concentrations at the home and/or work addresses of individual subjects in epidemiological studies. Typically, such models are constructed using measurements from dedicated monitoring campaigns lasting up to 1 year. It is unknown to what extent such models can adequately predict concentrations in earlier or later time periods. We tested the stability of measured and modelled spatial contrasts in outdoor nitrogen dioxide (NO(2)) pollution across the Netherlands over 8 years. NO(2) measurements were conducted at 40 locations in the Netherlands in 1999-2000. In 2007, NO(2) was again measured at 144 locations, of which 35 were the same as in 1999-2000. This enabled us to compare measurements as well as model predictions between the two time periods. NO(2) measurements conducted in 2007 agreed well with NO(2) measurements taken in 1999-2000 at the same locations (R(2)=0.86). LUR models from 1999-2000 and 2007 explained 85% and 86% of observed spatial variance, respectively. The 2007 LUR model explained 77% of spatial variability in the 1999-2000 measurements and the 1999-2000 model explained 81% of variability in the 2007 measurements. We found good agreement between measured spatial contrasts in outdoor NO(2) in 1999-2000 and 2007. LUR models predicted spatial contrast 8 years in the past (2007 model) and 8 years in the future (1999-2000 model) well. This supports the use of LUR models in epidemiological studies with health data available for a later or earlier timepoint.